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ABSTRACT
In this paper, we propose a novel approach for composing
existing web services to satisfy the correctness constraints
to the design, including freeness of deadlock and unspecified
reception, and temporal constraints in Computation Tree
Logic formula. An automated synthesis algorithm based on
learning algorithm is introduced, which guarantees that the
composite service is the most general way of coordinating
services so that the correctness is ensured. We have implemented a prototype system evaluating the effectiveness and
efficiency of our synthesis approach through an experimental
study.
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H.3.5 [Information Storage and Retrieval]: On-line Information Services—Web-based services
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Algorithm, Design
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1.

INTRODUCTION

Automated service composition issue has emerged as an
important and challenging problem in Web service applications, which is concerned with combining existing web
services when a client request cannot be satisfied by any
individual service[5].
Most of automated service composition approaches require developers to provide a detailed specification of the
desired behaviors of a composite service (e.g., goal service
in [1] or conversation protocol in [4]) with formal models
or a specification language (e.g, BPEL4WS). To ensure the
correctness of the design, developers of a composite service
need to perform formal verification of the correctness constraints such as freeness of deadlock and unspecified reception, realizability[4] and temporal properties[4], etc. The
process of design, verification, analysis, error detection and
correction makes the composition synthesis a difficult and
time-consuming task.
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In this paper we propose a novel approach to synthesize
the composite service from a given set of services, where
the designer only needs to set the correctness constraints on
the desired behaviors of the targeted service and the synthesis will be automatically performed with the correctness
guaranteed. We implemented a prototype system and the
preliminary experimental results on a practical travel agent
example show that our synthesis approach is effective and
efficient.

2. COMPOSITION MODEL
We specify a service in the level of business protocol or abstract business process in BPEL4WS by using deterministic
finite automata (DFA), where states represent the different
phases when it interacts with a user and transitions are triggered by its input/output messages. A composite service M
which coordinates available services by routing the output
messages of one service to the input messages of another
is also modeled as DFA. We define the interaction M ||S
between composite service M and services in set S their
synchronization on input and output actions.
Besides the conventional correctness constraints such as
freeness of deadlock and unspecified receptions, we consider
temporal properties specifying behavior of services. Specifically, we consider correctness constraints which can be represented as conjunction of two CTL formulas for safety properties and liveness properties, respectively, denoted by ϕsaf e ∧
ϕlive . Due to the space limitations, readers are referred to [3]
for details of CTL logic. As we know, the safety properties
and liveness properties are two kinds of important properties in system verification [6]. For example, the CTL formula
AG P (meaning “along every computation all states satisfy
P ”) is a safe property, while EF P (meaning “there is a
computation along which some state satisfy P ”) is a liveness
property.
Our composition synthesis problem is to generate a composite service M from a given set S of services and correctness constraints ϕsaf e ∧ ϕlive in CTL logic formula such
that M ||S is free of deadlock and unspecified receptions, and
M ||S |= ϕsaf e ∧ ϕlive . We denote such composite service by
M (S , ϕsaf e ∧ ϕlive ).

3. AUTOMATED SYNTHESIS APPROACH
As shown in Figure 2, we propose an automated synthesis
approach which is divided into three steps.
Firstly, we consider synthesizing a most general safe composite service Msaf e such that Msaf e ||S |= ϕsaf e and L(M ′ )
⊆ L(Msaf e ) for every safe composite service M ′ ( i.e., M ′ ||S
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|= ϕsaf e ), where L(M ) denotes the language accepted by M .
We know that Msaf e is a prefix-closed regular language because ϕsaf e is a safety property.
We use learning approach, specifically the L* algorithm
in [7], to synthesize Msaf e . Figure 1 shows the overview of
L* algorithm (Due to space limitations, we do not present
the algorithm in detail). L* algorithm is a designed for
learning an unknown regular language U (in our setting, the
L(Msaf e )), by constructing a minimal DFA C (in out setting, the Msaf e ) such that L(C) = U . In this algorithm,
a Learner asks two kinds of questions: membership queries
and equivalence queries, and infers the C based on answers
of teachers. Here the membership query asks whether a
string σ is in U and the equivalence query for a candidate
DFA C asks whether C is equivalent with U . An attractive
characteristic of L* algorithm is that the number of queries
is polynomial in the size of final DFA C. Therefore in our
composition synthesis problem, L* algorithm is highly desired when the size of Msaf e is much smaller than the size
of whole state space in composition.

V U ?

C U

Figure 1: Overview of L* Algorithm
The second step is to deal with deadlocks in Msaf e ||S . We
design an algorithm to determine whether a deadlock state
can be removed. The algorithm is based on an observation
that if there exists a action sequence σ of Msaf e composed of
only input actions, then Msaf e ||S will reach deadlock state
if services in S send messages consistent with σ.
Finally, when Msaf e ||S satisfies the liveness property ϕlive
we get the solution of our composition synthesis problem.
Following the whole synthesis process, the composition
synthesis fails when there exists a deadlock state can not be
removed or the liveness property verification fails.
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Figure 2: The Synthesis Approach

4.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

We have implemented a prototype system to verify our
synthesis approach in which a model checker NuSMV [2] is

employed to answer queries in L* algorithm. The preliminary experiments focus on the efficiency of synthesis of most
safe composite service because the runtime of algorithms for
removing deadlocks and checking the liveness properties is
neglectable compared with one of L* algorithm.
We use a practical Travel Agency example. A travel agency
TA offers vacation packages to users by composing an existing flight booking service FB and a hotel booking service HB.
An example of correctness constrain is that the user must
book both flight and hotel or book nothing when there is
no available flight or hotel, or the user doesn’t like the offer. Due to space limitations, we do not present the DFA
models of services and the correct constraints in CTL logic
formula. The most general safe TA is generated by using L*
algorithm with 1284 quries where the NuSMV tool was invocated 271 times, and the execution time of L* algorithm
is about 86.39 seconds. In the realistic travel agent example,
our automated synthesis approach has shown to be feasible.

5. CONCLUSION
We have proposed a novel technique for automatically synthesizing a composite service from a given services set and
correctness constraints on control flow and dataflow. The
technique is based on learning algorithm. We also implemented a prototype system and the preliminary experimentation shows promising results. In future work, we plan
to improve our prototype system and perform more experiments to further evaluate our framework. Moreover, we
will analyze the cause of failure in synthesis and design the
approach in assisting the developer to perform resynthesis
based on the analysis results to improve the successful rate
of synthesis.
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